
Deaf Awareness
At Kingsbury 
Green Primary 
School



What does being deaf mean?



Not being able to hear well

Finding nearby sounds 
difficult to hear, for 
example:

 Teachers talking

 Friends laughing

 The school bell



Why are some children deaf?

Some children are 
born deaf

Others become deaf 
through illnesses like 
meningitis



How do deaf children communicate?

 Using their senses to 
experience the world.

 Using hearing aids or 
cochlear implants to 
improve  hearing.

 Talking

 Using British sign 
Language.



Hearing Aids               Cochlear Implants 



How do hearing aids work?
1. Sound waves travel towards your 

hearing aid

2. A microphone picks up the sound 

then converts it to electrical signals 

3. Electrical signals get sent to the 

amplifier which increases the power 

of the signals

4. The battery powers this

5. The amplified current drives a 

loudspeaker

6. The loudspeaker plays the sound into 

an ear hook

7. The sound passes from the ear hook 

into the tube

8. The sound passes into the ear mould 

which sends it to the inner ear



Outside the body            Inside the body

Cochlear Implants



What does this look like on?





Identity, Empathy and Deaf Awareness 
at Kingsbury Green Primary School



While you’re watching.. 

What is this scene 
showing? 

How do you think the 
characters feel?

How do YOU feel?

BBC iPlayer - EastEnders - 06/09/2022

Watch from 

11:05

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m001bv8y/eastenders-06092022




What would you do if you were Amy? 



Meet Karen 

Hardwicke!



Karen is the parent of a young deaf child, Teacher of the 

Deaf and author of three books. She loves reading, writing 

and running. We will be reading her books to help us think 

about deaf awareness at school.





www.avidlanguage.com/a-girl-like-ananya

A Girl like Ananya - the real life story of an 
inspirational girl who is deaf

http://www.avidlanguage.com/a-girl-like-ananya


www.avidlanguage.com/a-girl-like-ananya

We can watch the sign language version 
of the book - available in both BSL and ASL

on the publisher’s website

http://www.avidlanguage.com/a-girl-like-ananya
http://www.avidlanguage.com/a-girl-like-ananya




Yvonne Cobb's childhood chicken chimichangas | This Morning (itv.com)

Deaf cook Yvonne Cobb to the kitchen for This Morning’s first 
ever live deaf cookery item.

WATCH AGAIN: Strictly's Rose & Giovanni silent dance to Symphony 💃

BAFTA Must-See Moment 2022 ✨ BBC - YouTube

Rose was Strictly’s first ever deaf 
contestant. She won! 

https://www.itv.com/thismorning/articles/yvonne-cobbs-childhood-chicken-chimichangas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Epe_wmvYd_s


What can you do to help 
deaf children hear you?



What can you do to help deaf children hear you?

 Get the person’s attention

 Wave in their direction

 Face the person

 Use lots of facial expressions

 Speak clearly and talk normally

 Use some signs you know to support what you 
say

 Show empathy- if a deaf child asks you to 
repeat what you said, please do. Don’t say it 
doesn’t matter.



Deaf Awareness Week 2023
1-7th May 2023

Theme: Deaf Inclusion



Competition: 
Design your own Deaf character and story

• Submit: a drawing (hand or digital) of your character 
• brief information about them (do they have hearing aids or 

cochlear implants/ do they use BSL etc.) 
• A brief outline of a story/ adventure they have 
• Deaf Inclusion theme at the heart of your story



Competition: 
Design your own Deaf character and story

Submit:  Digital entry:  Full name and class to 
lchorekdjian@kgreen.brent.sch.uk
Or for hard copy to your child’s class teacher FAO 
Ms.Chorekdjian – Guest Judge Karen Hardwicke! 

GUEST JUDGE!

mailto:lchorekdjian@kgreen.brent.sch.uk


Reflection

Deaf children are just like any other children. 

They just can’t hear. We will be empathetic and 

use deaf awareness strategies in the classroom 

to support them.
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